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The style of playing found in obscure alternative rock bands immediately drew me toward the instrument, and
not surprisingly my tastes have inclined toward bands where the primary focus is on the instrumentation,
rather than the singing. If you love our features, news and reviews, please support what we do with a one-off
or regular donation. The Sundays never again recaptured the heights of their debut record, fading slowly into
obscurity as the world they inhabited gave way to the brash, confident swagger of Britpop. But the most
distinctive ingredient about the Sundays was always Harriet Wheeler's voice, which positions the group as a
kind of missing link between the ethereal soundscapes of the Cocteau Twins and the more chart-friendly
indie-pop of The Cranberries. It's the only Pink Floyd album I've ever really loved, and listening to the mono
felt like a revelation. Really wish they'd put a more robust essay in. One of the many delights still ahead of us
on the schedules? Curiously, Mike Kinsella, in speaking about American Football, cited the band as an
influence, in spirit if not exactly in style. The Sundays' influence is found in, of all places, Japanese indie rock,
where groups like The Pillows, Advantage Lucy, and Soutaisei Riron owe a lot of their guitar stylings and
melodic sensibility to the band. While Reading, Writing And Arithmetic is perhaps a little too fey and
lightweight to warrant true classic status, it is nevertheless a sweet, beguiling piece of work that is utterly of its
time, yet still fresh and enjoyable today. This, you'll recall, was when the still-going journeyman phase of
Johnny Marr's career really began in earnest, when the notion of things as post-Housemartins referred to their
dissolution rather than their figurehead status, and when the indie charts were overrun by - wah! Willie Colon
- the Big Break: I have more than a few disappointly Get on Down releases quite a few off center , but this
was a real joy. Ohio Apologies for the standard avatar. Only quibble is that it is cut so the songs all run
together so trying to listen to any track is impossible. It split. It's not just her ability as a singer, or even her
voice, itself. The two best known tracks on Reading, Writing And Arithmetic are the singles Can't Be Sure and
Here's Where The Story Ends, and two decades later these remain the best examples of The Sundays' appeal
with their instant, breezy hooks and delicate, shuffling rhythms. The rest of the album is a little less
immediate, but gradually tracks like Hideous Towns and I Kicked A Boy work their way insidiously inside
your head, with Wheeler's angelic, almost hypnotic voice leading the charm offensive. Which is a shame.
Gavarin is an underrated guitarist who crafted nearly as many memorable hooks as frequent subject of
comparison Johnny Marr, and beyond his keen ear for composition, his guitar playing perfectly balances with
Harriet's singing. This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Licence. Although it's tempting to
remember The Sundays just for Harriet's vocals, the satisfying manner in which all the pieces come together
give the record an enduring charm that sounds as fresh today as it did twenty-five years ago. One of the few
Columbia Monks I didn't have and I was delighted with it. Rhino had Rainbo handle it, and it is quite
off-center on side two. Come to think of it, that'd be quite the sight to behold even now It's a great album and
it really sounds impressive. And, while the NME's review at the time was right to observe that it seemed
unlikely you'd ever hear Tina Turner referring to sheds in a song, the alternative would go on to make such a
good fist of setting the agenda for the mainstream through the decade that, come '98, the most played song on
British radio was a cover of that selfsame shed-mentioning 'Here's Where The Story Ends'. This is no
different. In the same way Kinsella's album conjures impressions of the autumnal, suburban American
midwest, The Sundays channel the English countryside with its stony, bucolic cottages and anxiously
uncertain college days in equal measure. Though The Sundays were sometimes dismissed for being derivative
of artists like The Smiths or The Cocteau Twins, the aspiring indie band girl vocalist would end up sounding
much fresher by taking some influence from Wheeler's style rather than the likes of Kim Deal or Kim Gordon.
The first side is quite off center. Most of my beloved bands are fronted by singers whose voice is another
melody mixed in with the guitars. Her lyrics carefully-composed and often clever, taking unexpected turns,
and these elements all converge to achieve a wistful, romantic quality rarely found in indie rock, where ironic
detachment and sourness are more common. These Mr Bongo releases really satisfy sonically. Jeff Buckley -
Live at Sin-e: This is a slight disappointment, as in several sides are slightly off center. What's also especially
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striking - and, given the title, wholly appropriate - is just how strong a reflection of student-age life this is,
which, on reflection, is a rarer gift than might initially be assumed consider, if you will, how much easier it is
to rattle off lists of artists whose oeuvres correlate with adolescent experiences or properly grown-up concerns.
Paul Brindley's bass playing, in particular, makes a subtle but enjoyable contribution to each of the tracks.


